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Welcome
from Brian
We understand that by supporting a club, that the club becomes part of one’s essence. That sense of belonging to a club
can give people a sense of ‘us’ and we know that connection is so vital.
Since day one we have been committed to our community. As a regionally based club we have always understood the
importance of giving back to the community that has given us so much.
I am so proud that even during a global pandemic we have stayed the course. We have continued to commit and to
connect with our community in a positive and meaningful way.
Thank you to our sponsors, partners and advisory group members who bring our program to life. Thank you to all our
program participants. Thank you to our players who give so much of themselves and approach their contribution with
respect and care.
It is our vision to be world class in our community strategy as a sports organisation. We aspire to be more than just a
football club.
Congratulations to our Club Community Champions Renee and Joel. A terrific effort from two outstanding people.
Take care,

Brian Cook
Chief Executive, Geelong Cats
Chair, Geelong Cats Foundation
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club community
champion
Joel Selwood
In a year like no other, we have relied on our leaders to assist with connecting to our community
including our wider community of members, fans, sponsors and partners. Joel has been an
excellent community contributor from the moment he stepped foot into the club.
Joel has played a huge role in a number of our Community programs in 2020 including Footy
Cats, our Annual Community Camp, promoting Auskick through his role as NAB Auskick
Ambassador, Cats Care where he has assisted with multiple wishes and Healthy Heroes albeit,
virtually.
Through his time at the Cats, Joel has been a successful leader on-field but equally his
commitment off the field as a positive role model for our players and participants in our
programs. Joel continues to assist the Club with our membership campaigns, sponsorship and
partnerships plus generating content for our online platforms.
We congratulate Joel… a very worthy recipient.
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club community
champion
Renee Garing
Demonstrating her commitment to charities and causes has ensured that Renee has made an incredible impact
in her short time at the club.
Renee holds an ambassador role for the Cats’ Just Think program where she is an advocate for safe drinking
behaviours and positive mental health and wellbeing through both the school program and awareness
campaign.
Renee has a passion for empowering girls to be comfortable in their bodies, this was made evident when she
became an ambassador for the Pretty Foundation and has taken the time to reach out to the young people
involved in the Foundation and donated her time via technology through Covid-19.
Renee joined the Fight Cancer Foundation as a Footy Colours Day ambassador in 2019 and 2020. Renee has
passionately assisted in spreading the word of the campaign and as a dedicated teacher herself, aims to help
kids with cancer be able to continue their schooling throughout their treatment.
In addition to this, Renee sought out and is a committed patron for the Salvation Army Youth Ambassador
program.
Renee puts her heart into everything she does and we thank Renee for her valued contribution to community.
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education
Healthy Heroes
biocats
Cyber Cats
Just Think
Djilang
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to see more of Healthy
Heroes head to
Hop into Holidays video
Healthy Heroes School Visit
Healthy Heroes resources

Healthy Heroes presented by Geelong Cats and GMHBA
Healthy Heroes aims to inspire, empower and teach students the importance of keeping active, eating
well, drinking water, reducing screen time and getting a good night's rest. All critical factors for
positive health and wellbeing.
Healthy Heroes went digital in 2020 to continue to deliver its key health messages to students,
teachers and families with players Zooming into Geelong schools. Bespoke Hop into the Holidays
programs were developed, and many program resources made available on our online hub.
The Healthy Heroes resources such as ‘How To Eat Like A Healthy Hero’ recipe book and ‘Brain Break
Cards’ were made available for all teachers, students and families. Also available was a physical
activity and screen time tracker, bingo game and mindfulness cards.
AFL and AFLW players connected with local Geelong schools through Zoom during remote learning to
discuss the importance of following the health guidelines during remote learning plus how the players
continued to be Healthy Heroes throughout hub and lockdown life.

proudly supported by
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to see more of
BioCats head to
BioCATS resources

A partnership program by

BioCATS offers hands on sport related activities to encourage students to be physically
active, eat well and look after their bodies, while creating a passion for mathematics and
science in everyday life using AFL football as the aspiration.
In 2020 the BioCATS program was adapted into bite sized online resources to engage
students through virtual sessions. Patrick Dangerfield guided students through programs
such as the ‘Metric Me’ program which looks at the correlation between an athletes
wingspan and height, ‘Stats Crunch’ which allows students to look at stats across four mini
quarters and the ‘Vertical Jump’ resource encourages students to collect primary data on
their vertical jumps, comparing with their peers and family members.
BioCATS in a Box allowed students to collect a days’ worth of individualised step data
using wearable technology and then analyse and evaluate their results using a specifically
designed workbook against individual and class data. This resource was distributed to a
range of schools across the region throughout term 4.

proudly supported by
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to see more of
cyber cats head to
Resources for Parents & Teachers
Be Kind Online (Jordi)
Be Kind Online (Josh)
Bystander Video

The focus of Cyber Cats is to develop the capacity of young people to recognise and respond to
cyber bullying in a positive and empowering way.
In 2020 Cyber Cats offered a range of webinars, resources and content to ensure the safety
message was being communicated during a time of heightened online use.
The #BeKindOnline campaign was developed in response to community need. It featured
Cyber Cats ambassadors Josh Jenkins and Jordi Ivey. A series of messages were promoted
highlighting tips on how to stay safe, be kind and encourage others to think about their actions
both on and offline.
Luke Dahlhaus highlighted positive bystander behaviour when witnessing bullying both on and
offline with informative online packages.
In conjunction with Deakin University, a toolkit to support parents to develop healthy practices
regarding internet and device use in the family has been developed and is available on our
resource hub.

proudly supported by
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to see more of
just think head to
Resources for Parents
and Teachers

Just Think provides practical information and strategies to help young people make informed choices around
avoiding alcohol consumption before the age of 18.
Content is informed by the National Health and Medical Research Centre (NHMRC) and has been developed with
assistance from Deakin University, School of Psychology and Centre for Social, Early and Emotional Development
(SEED). Just Think is utilised by the Communities That Care program, working with education and service providers
to consolidate alcohol and other drug related education across the region in order to change the culture around
alcohol use across the community. Read the Play and the City of Greater Geelong also collaborate on this program.
In 2020 we evolved our resources with the development of online content including a family booklet.
Schools have facilitated the program and/or distributed the booklet which has the following key messages:
• Make informed choices about alcohol use.
• Consider not consuming alcohol until at least 18 years.
• Set family rules about no alcohol before 18 years.

proudly supported by
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to see more of djilang
program head to
Highlight video
Welcome to Country explanation
Mat Stokes and Corrina

Djilang is the Wadawurrung word for Geelong and name the Cats chose for their Aboriginal
cultural connection initiative the ‘Djilang Program’. The focus of this important program is for
the Cats to connect with Aboriginal children and young people with an emphasis on culture.
Yarning, art sessions, language education and kick to kick moved to virtual chats via
Zoom where our Aboriginal players Quinton Narkle, Brandon Parfitt, Nakia Cockatoo, Blake
Schlensog and Nathan Krueger connected with many young Aboriginal people.
Throughout 2020, the Cats connected with Stronger Brother Stronger Sister, the Koorie
Youth Group, the EMPOWE+R program in Geelong as well as East Arnhem Land’s Yirrkala
Clontarf Academy.
The ninth annual Djilang match was held against Adelaide at Adelaide Oval showing we can
be Djilang Willem baa Warriyt (“Geelong Strong - At home or far away” in Wadawurrung
language, note: There is not a word for ‘or’ so represented as ‘and’). The match forms an
important part of the AFL’s Sir Doug Nicholls Round.
Earlier in the year, representatives from across the Club visited East Arnhem Land to
strengthen relationships with key stakeholders in the region plus share key cultural, football
and healthy lifestyle messages.

proudly supported by
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Game
Development
and Social
Connectivity
welcome to geelong
footy cats
read the play
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to see more of
welcome to geelong
head to
Highlight video

The sixth annual Welcome to Geelong event saw the largest turn out with participants
from a wide range of multicultural backgrounds including Afghani, Karen and South
Sudanese welcomed to GMHBA Stadium on a warm Sunday in February.
Each year we open our doors and gates to Geelong’s newest Australians to introduce
Australian Rules football with a festive gathering. This year, the event was followed by
the opportunity to form the guard of honour for the AFLW match versus the Brisbane
Lions which for many marked their first game of footy.
Families had the opportunity to experience a Welcome to Country, an Australian culinary
inspired lunch featuring Vegemite sandwiches and lamingtons, a special visit from Half
Cat and Clawdia and a football clinic with guidance from AFL players Sam Simpson,
Esava Ratugolea, Jake Tarca, Francis Evans, Nakia Cockatoo and AFLW players Anna
Teague, Mia Skinner and Kate Darby.

proudly supported by
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Involvement in a team sport is known to improve social, emotional, physical and
community wellbeing. The Club leads and supports several initiatives with community
clubs and Auskick Centres.

Country Day
The Cats enjoyed going out into the region and delivering education sessions on the
importance of physical activity through clinics and classroom sessions to almost
2500 young people. Our senior players connected with local players and coaches with
leadership sessions.

Community Camp
Held across two days in Colac, Camperdown and Lorne, the 20th annual Community Camp provided the players with
an opportunity to engage with communities while promoting game development. Held in the lead up to the annual
pre-season Country Game against Essendon, an open training session was offered to the Colac community which saw
schools and groups having the opportunity to see the players train and treated to ice-creams with thanks to Bulla Family
Dairy.
Thanks to Powercor, local coaches were invited to a Coaches Education session facilitated by a panel of Cats staff,
coaches and players.
Local clubs received training sessions in conjunction with our players, schools hosted mini clinics and with thanks to
First State Super, the Colac Hospital staff were invited to a luncheon to hear from a panel of AFL and AFLW players.
In Camperdown, players were invited to try their hand at milking cows where Gary Rohan excelled and while in Lorne
and the surrounds, players visited the Community Health centre, schools and clubs.

continued next page

>
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to see more of
footy cats head to
Geelong Dragons check in
Community Camp
Country Day

Community Clubs
Brian Cook hosted a leadership session for community clubs titled ‘Leading in
crisis’. Brian shared his 30+ years of leadership experience with presidents and
club administrators.
Whilst local sport was cancelled in 2020, AFL and AFLW players continued
to engage with junior footballers in the region via video messages and Zoom
sessions promoting staying active and healthy during lockdown and isolation.

proudly supported by
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to see more of
read the play head to
Online modules

In 2020, the Geelong Cats and Read the Play celebrated their 14th year of partnership with
Mark Blicavs, Mark O’Connor and Danielle Higgins continuing as ambassadors in passionate
support of the program.
Targeting junior level sporting clubs, the Read the Play program engages young people
using fun and interactive games to educate messages about mental illness, remove stigma
about mental health and increase help seeking behaviour. With Covid-19 restrictions heavily
impacting the ability to deliver sessions in local sporting clubs, Read the Play has developed
a series of interactive online learning modules specifically targeted to Player Wellbeing
Officers and parents which increases the knowledge, literacy and confidence required to
engage with a young person who may be experiencing mental health difficulties.

proudly supported by
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Community
Assistance
Deakin Cats Community Centre
Cats Care
Sensory Zone
sunrise centre
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The Deakin Cats Community Centre has welcomed over 121,000 visitations since opening in 2013.
In 2020 the Deakin Cats Community Centre had three months of operation before having to temporarily close the doors
due to Covid-19. Throughout those three months we welcomed Access Partners with bookings focussed on health
and wellbeing outcomes, delivered Cats community programs, hosted the Past Players and Officials Association and
welcomed visitors to the Sensory Zone.
Located in the Players Stand at GMHBA Stadium, the Deakin Cats Community Centre features three multi-functional
spaces, the Sensory Zone and the Gartland Heritage Centre showcasing the Club’s memorabilia collection.
Through seven years of operation, the Deakin Cats Community Centre has been proud to host a range of organisations and
groups including:

31%
21%
9%
4%
19%

Community Group
People with a disability
Junior sport program
Older Victorians
Young People

6%
4%
3%
2%
1%

Women
CALD
LGBTQI+
Aboriginal / Torres Strait Islander
Other

proudly supported by
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to see more of
cats care head to
Team photo day wish
Wish with Bailey
Ward Walk
Cats Match

Wishes
Caring has always been at the heart of what we do. In 2020, with thanks to Barwon Water, we continued to respond to wishes that were
requested through the Club however we also proactively reached out to over 20 organisations such as Challenge, Leukemia Foundation,
Wombats Wish, Koala Kids, Stronger Brother Stronger Sister and the Pretty Foundation where our players took the time to engage with
children and young people across Australia.
Utilising technology, players were able to send messages of hope and encouragement to those in times of need and express thanks to many
such as our Emergency and Health Care workers, teachers and principals.
Players popped on a red nose at training to throw their support behind Red Nose Day and engaged with school children through the
Superhero Campaign with Bethany support services, encouraging young people to nominate their own superheroes in their lives.

Ward Walks
The beginning of the year saw the players be able to take part in a few hospital ward walks, visiting the young people at the Barwon Health
Foundation University Hospital.

Cats Match
The CatsMatch program, in partnership with MatchWorks, helps local youth job seekers overcome barriers to employment and improve their
overall health and wellbeing.
Together, MatchWorks and the Geelong Cats aim to change lives by creating hope and opportunity to young people in the community.
Tamara-Rose Barker shared her journey to employment through the program and in her own words says, ‘I wouldn’t be where I am today
without the CatsMatch program’.
Earlier in the year, the Cats Match participants took part in a Q&A and a fitness session with Jed Bews and Darcy Fort and then caught up
with Darcy and Gryan Miers via Zoom to chat about adapting to Covid and how they continuously develop their skills both personally and
professionally.

continued next page

>
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to see more of
cats care head to
Bush Fire assistance
Geelong players and staff volunteered their time to help Victorians in need during the
bushfire crisis where they spent their time accepting and sorting critical items to be
donated to Foodbank Victoria.

Bushfire assistance
Storytime videos
and resources

The Club would like to thank the generous support of its members and fans who donated.
Foodbank Victoria is the State’s official emergency food and water relief organisation, under
the State Emergency Relief and Recovery Plan. As fires broke out across East Gippsland,
they immediately responded, delivering urgent food relief and water to those affected areas
via air, sea, and road. With special thanks to The Food Purveyor who collaborated to
bring this initiative to life.

Storytime Online
One of our 2020 highlights was creating a Storytime series where players read a
range of books online. Gary Rohan reading My Grandfather Marches on ANZAC Day
was hugely popular along with Gryan Miers reading the beautiful inclusion book Some
Boys and Anna Teague reading Some Girls. Thank you to Armstrong Creek School who
developed a teacher resource to complement the reading for Foundation through to year
6.

Masks
Through a generous donation, the Geelong Cats had the opportunity to donate thousands of
masks to Community organisations across Geelong.
Headspace Geelong made these masks available at their reception for young people and
their families accessing their services. Barwon Health Eating Disorder Service and Geelong
Mums made the masks available to their hardworking volunteers.

proudly supported by
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to see more of
sensory zone
head to
Online tour

The Sensory Zone was launched to provide an accommodating and positive experience for all guests and fans with a
sensory need who visit our stadium.
Co-designed with inclusion front of mind the Sensory Zone was an incredible success with use through the AFL, AFLW
and other major events at GMHBA Stadium through 2019 and early 2020.
Located in the Deakin Cats Community Centre at GMHBA Stadium, the Sensory Zone features a quiet space and an
interactive multi-sensory space for guests. Weighted lap mats and sensory bags including noise cancelling headphones
and fidget devices are available to borrow from several locations around the stadium. Training and education were also
provided to over 500 people.
Deakin University generously conducted evaluation and below are comments from parents/guests who utilised the space:
“My son was so touched that this was being done, that he and others like him were important to the Geelong
Football Club and GMHBA Stadium”
“It allows families like ours to participate and attend social outings…it is so important for families to be able to
enjoy outings together…it also makes us feel valued and welcome”
Evaluation also showed that 87% of participants said they would be likely to return to a Geelong home game and this
decision was directly related to the Sensory Inclusion Initiative.

proudly supported by
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sunrise centre
A state of the art rehabilitation centre, The Sunrise Centre, located in the Brownlow Stand at GMHBA Stadium provides
specialised services to people in the Geelong and Barwon South-West communities.
This Centre has enabled Barwon Health to provide rehabilitation programs in a less clinical setting and is a unique initiative
made possible by generous support from the Transport Accident Commission (TAC), the Geelong Cats and the Kardinia
Park Stadium Trust.
Current services include best-practice oncology (cancer) and cardiac rehabilitation programs.
The Sunrise Centre is Barwon Health’s third community rehabilitation centre, complementing the well-established
outpatient rehabilitation services in North Geelong at the McKellar Community Rehabilitation Centre and in Belmont at the
Belmont Community Rehabilitation Centre.

proudly supported by
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inclusion
and diversity

to see more of
inclusion and
diversity head to
Humans of Geelong video

We pride ourselves on ensuring that our programs are inclusive and accessible. Each year we highlight several dates of significance and
special initiatives.

IDAHOBIT Day
The Geelong Cats went rainbow with our community partners on IDAHOBIT day - International Day against Homophobia, Transphobia and
Biphobia which saw the rainbow flag being raised at GMHBA Stadium for the first time.

Wear it Purple Day
The Geelong Football Club joined forces with Deakin University to show our united support of LGBTQI+ young people aligning with this
year’s theme “We are the change”. The Cats and Deakin University worked collaboratively to develop several online stories of lived
experiences, live panel discussions and resources reaching thousands of viewers – featuring our players and allies Darcy Fort and Meg
McDonald. These were aimed at promoting the benefits of exercise and sport in helping improve young people’s health and wellbeing, sense
of community belonging and pride.

R U OK? Day
The Geelong Cats are committed to health and wellbeing, especially in young people, and staff and players continued this by throwing their
support around many initiatives in the space across 2020. These were all highlighted on R U OK? Day. A day which speaks as an important
reminder to check in on your family, friends, colleagues and teammates, not just on this day but whenever you can.

continued next page
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Footy Colours Day
Renee Garing is once again on board as an ambassador with the Fight Cancer Foundation for their annual Footy Colours Day.

Humans in Geelong
Humans in Geelong invited the Geelong Cats to take part in their online exhibition highlighting incredible humans and initiatives in the
Geelong region.
The Club took up the opportunity to showcase how they have engaged with the Community across 2020 and highlighted the importance of
staying connected across the year.

Children's Week
The Cats joined forces with the City of Greater Geelong on a special Children’s Week program. AFLW players Georgia Clarke and Georgie
Rankin showcased their magic and puppetry skills to put together some great videos showcased throughout Children’s Week.

School Packs and Footballs
At the beginning of Covid-19, the Geelong Cats made Footballs available for collection at the Stadium along with Books for families to collect
as they began the lockdown journey.
Schools also received hardcopy resources from our Healthy Heroes program at their front gates.

International Day of Sign Language
Gryan Miers helped the Cats acknowledge the day by learning to sign ‘Hello, Happy International Day of Sign Language’ in Auslan

Principals Day
Cam Guthrie acknowledged all the Principals across Victoria and the country, to celebrate the wonderful contribution principals make at
schools and within the community!
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